Northern Graphite Corporation
(NGC:TSXV, NGPHF:OTCQX)

The Only Large Flake Graphite Company

Forward Looking Statements
This Presentation may contain “forward-looking information” which may include, but is not limited
to, statements with respect to: timing of the receipt of governmental approvals and/or
acceptances; targets, estimates and assumptions in respect of production and prices; amount and
type of future capital expenditures and capital resources; mineral reserves and mineral resources;
anticipated grades; recovery rates; future financial or operating performance; costs and timing of
the development of new deposits; costs, timing and location of future drilling; production
decisions; costs and timing of construction; operating expenditures; costs and timing of future
exploration; and environmental and reclamation expenses. There can be no assurance that future
required regulatory approvals will be obtained or that anticipated transactions or proposed work
and construction programmes will be completed satisfactorily. Often, but not always, forwardlooking statements can be identified by the use of words such as “plans”, “expects”, “is expected”,
“budget”, “scheduled”, “estimates”, “forecasts”, “intends”, “anticipates”, or “believes” or variations
(including negative variations) of such words and phrases, or state that certain actions, events or
results “may”, “could”, “would”, “might” or “will” be taken, occur or be achieved. Forward-looking
statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors which may cause the
actual results, performance or achievements of the Company and/or its subsidiaries and/or its
affiliated companies to be materially different from any future results, performance or
achievements expressed or implied by the forward-looking statements. Although the Company has
attempted to identify important factors that could cause actual actions, events or results to differ
materially from those described in forward-looking statements, there may be other factors that
cause actions, events or results to differ from those anticipated, estimated or intended. Forwardlooking statements contained herein are made as of the date of the applicable public record
document which the information is derived from and the Company has disclaimed any obligation to
update any forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new information, future events or
results or otherwise. There can be no assurance that forward-looking statements will prove to be
accurate, as actual results and future events could differ materially from those anticipated in such
statements. Accordingly, readers should not place undue reliance on forward-looking statements
due to the inherent uncertainty therein.
Gregory Bowes, P.Geo. is the Qualified Person responsible for the technical content in this presentation
Unless indicated otherwise, all dollar figures are in US dollars.

CAUTIONARY STATEMENT REGARDING MINERAL RESOURCES

This presentation and other information released by the Company uses the terms “resources”,
“measured resources”, “indicated resources” and “inferred resources”. United States investors are
advised that, while such terms are recognized and required by Canadian securities laws, the SEC
does not recognize them. Under United States standards, mineralization may not be classified as a
“reserve” unless the determination has been made that the mineralization could be economically
and legally produced or extracted at the time the reserve determination is made. Mineral resources
that are not mineral reserves do not have demonstrated economic viability. United States
investors are cautioned not to assume that all or any part of measured or indicated resources will
ever be converted into reserves. Inferred resources are in addition to measured and indicated
resources. Further, inferred resources have a great amount of uncertainty as to their existence and
as to whether they can be mined legally or economically. It cannot be assumed that all or any part
of the inferred resources will ever be upgraded to a higher category. Therefore, United States
investors are also cautioned not to assume that all or any part of the inferred resources exist, or
that they can be mined legally or economically. National Instrument 43-101 Standards of
Disclosure for Mineral Projects (“NI 43-101”) is a rule developed by the Canadian Securities
Administrators, which established standards for all public disclosure an issuer makes of scientific
and technical information concerning mineral projects. Unless otherwise indicated, all resource
estimates contained herein or in other information released by the Company in the past and in the
future, have been or will be prepared in accordance with NI 43-101 and the Canadian Institute of
Mining, Metallurgy and Petroleum Classification System. The requirements of NI 43-101 are not
the same as those of the SEC.

Introducing Northern Graphite
• Based in Ottawa, Canada
• TSXV/OTCBB listed, 59.8M shares o/s
• The Best New Graphite Project
⇾ Politically stable jurisdiction/good location/infrastructure
⇾ Reasonable capital cost
⇾ Realistic production target
⇾ Highest percentage of L/XL flake production, no fines
⇾ Lowest marketing risk
⇾ Highest margin and best economics
⇾ BFS and major environmental permit

• Proprietary battery material purification technology
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Flake Graphite Markets
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Expandable graphite – “the other hi growth market”
• Fastest growing market along with LiBs
• XL/XXL flake made into foil/sheets
• Thermal management in electronics
• Fuel cells, flow batteries, heat and

corrosion resistant sealants/gaskets
• Advanced construction materials

- Insulation products, conductive paint and
wall coverings, fire retardant coatings
• Declining Chinese XL flake production
• Market currently under-supplied
• Only market with rising prices from 2014
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Spherical Graphite (“SPG”) – LiB Anode Material
• Uncoated natural SPG
- manufactured from flake graphite mine concentrate
- micronized, rounded and purified
- almost all produced in China due to cost and low
environmental standards - green cars, dirty batteries
• Coated spherical graphite
- Natural – small devices (low cost, hi capacity, shorter life)
- Synthetic – EVs (hi cost, lower capacity, long life)
- Blended – EVs (few companies have IP)
• LiB industry needs western sources of supply AND

alternative processes, technologies
• Northern’s proprietary purification technology is first viable

alternative to Chinese wet chemical method
-

pilot plant test planned (cost estimate in process)
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Chinese Spherical Graphite Exports (tonnes)

Source: Benchmark Mineral Intelligence
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A $20b market growing at +22%/yr

Source: Avicenne Energy
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Manufacturing Capacity to Quadruple by 2020
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Lithium and Cobalt Prices Have Already Taken Off
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Graphite Prices Have Not Yet Responded
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Battery Demand WILL Affect Graphite Prices
Flake Graphite Production vs Battery
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Company estimates from industry sources
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It does not take many EVs to affect Graphite market
• Annual world flake graphite production is 400,000t
• 1% of new car market is approx 700,000 EVs
• 100,000 tonnes of flake concentrate required
• 400,000 Model 3s = 100,000t of flake concentrate
• Governments have announced a cumulative target of

17.5 Million EVs by 2020

• Multiple new mines required if EVs are even modestly

successful
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Has China Reached Peak Graphite – “Benchmark”
• 75% of world production from China
- modernizing and consolidating industry
- closing marginal, high cost mines
- closing environmentally damaging mines
- newer mines lower quality, less large flake

• Quality, reliability, environmental issues
• Increasing domestic demand
• Building graphite stockpile equal to 80% of

production by 2020

• Resource nationalism (export taxes, licensing)
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Key Take-Aways for Investors
• Near inflection point where LiBs start driving price
• 20%+ LiB growth is largely due to cell phones,

cameras, laptops, power tools, etc. and continuing

• The “Big 3” still coming -EVs, grid storage and

replacement of lead starter batteries

• Steel demand will come back with an economic

recovery

• Replacement technology for LiBs not yet identified
• US/EU declare graphite a supply critical mineral
• We can’t depend on China for future supply
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The Bissett Creek Infrastructure Advantage
• 15 kms from Trans Canada Hwy
• 130 kms from railway
• 5 hours by from port of Montreal
• 12 hours from NE US markets
• <1 hour from nearby towns
• Near to mining service centers (2-3 hours)
-equipment dealers, suppliers, contractors, spare parts

• 15 kms from natural gas pipeline
-$CDN0.09/kwh vs. $CDN0.30/kwh for diesel
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Simple Mining and Metallurgy
• Open pit mining, no overburden
• 0.79 waste-to-ore ratio
• Expand by moving laterally
- No large investment required

• Conventional flotation processing
• Bulk sample and pilot plant test completed

100m

Typical cross-section of Bissett Creek orebody
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BFS Economics
• US84M capital cost* (incl. $7M contingency)
• 2,900 tpd plant capacity
• 20,800 tpy of graphite production
• 0.79 waste-to-ore ratio
• Cash costs $600/t of concentrate vs $1,500 price*
• After tax IRR approximately 20%*
* At current prices and exchange rates
The FS was prepared by GMining Services Inc. and included contributions from SGS Canada Inc.
(metallurgy and resource modelling), Knight Piesold Ltd. (environmental, permitting, tailings
management and road infrastructure) and Met-Chem Canada Inc. (process engineering). The FS
was prepared by Louis Gignac, ing., Nicolas Ménard, ing., Antoine Champagne, ing., Ahmed
Bouajila, ing., Robert Menard, ing., and Robert Marchand, ing., each of whom are independent
“qualified persons” under National Instrument 43-101. Gordon Zurowski, P.Eng., Principal Mining
Engineer, of AGP Mining Consultants and Qualified Persons under NI 43-101 and who is
independent of the Company, updated the economics in the Feasibility Study.
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Timeline to Production
Approval of Mine Closure Plan

received

Financing (US$84M)

2017

Operational permitting

2017

Start Construction

2017

Commercial Production

2018
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Flake Graphite is Not One Uniform Market
Supply

Total

Current

Situation

Market

Price ($US)

XXL (+32)

shortage

10,000t

$2,200/t

XL (+50)

shortage

50,000t

$1,500/t

sm. surplus

100,000t

$900/t

surplus

150,000t

$700/t

big surplus

90,000t

$500/t

Flake Size

Large (+80)
Sm&Med (+150)
Fines (-150)

400,000t
Company estimates from public sources
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Northern has the Lowest Marketing Risk
______
Flake

(tonnes)

Supply

Total

Situation

Market

NGC

Mason

Focus

XXL

shortage

10,000

4,000

-

-

XL

shortage

50,000

8,000

7,500

5,300

sm. surplus

100,000

8,000

8,100

12,200

surplus

150,000

1,000

7,400

16,500

big surplus

90,000

28,900

10,200

51,900

44,200

Size

Large
Sm.&med.
Fines

400,000

21,000

Company estimates from public sources
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Northern Has the Best Economics*
($US)

NGC

Mason

Focus

2.2

28

15

$1,400

$710

$780

Opex** (per tonne of ORE)

$14

$125

$70

Opex** (per tonne of CON)

$640

$460

$500

Margin ($/t)

$760

$250

$280

EBITDA ($ millions)

$16

$13

$12

Capital cost ($millions)***

$84

$160

$140

Grade (%)
Avg revenue* ($/tonne)

*Company estimates from public sources
**Including estimated concentrate transportation costs
***Including working capital, reclamation bonding and deferred capital items
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Northern Graphite Share Structure

Shares Outstanding

59,817,612

Options

4,525,000

Warrants

5,673,166

Fully-Diluted

70,015,778

Management & Insiders (F.D.)

12%

$CDN3 million in cash, no debt, very low burn rate
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Preliminary Financing Plan
($US millions)

Equipment Leasing

$10

Debt financing (offtake partner)

$40

Equity

$35

Total

$85
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Experienced Management & Board
Gregory Bowes P.Geo., B.Sc, MBA

CEO and Director

Ron Little P. Eng

Director

Formerly Senior VP, Orezone Gold Corporation

President and CEO, Orezone Gold Corporation (ORE:TSX)

Iain Scarr B.Sc (geology), MBA

Director

Jay Chmelauskas MBA

Director

Former Commercial Director, Rio Tinto industrial minerals
division, COO, Millennial Lithium

Former CEO of Western Lithium

K. Sethu Raman PhD

Director

Independent Mining Consultant

Don Christie CA

Director

Former CFO, Continental Gold
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Northern Graphite Investment Highlights
• Commodity with very attractive supply/demand
• Advanced stage project with reasonable capital cost
• Realistic production target with ability to expand
• Politically stable jurisdiction
• Economic at current commodity prices
• Unique large flake, low cost deposit
• Proprietary purification technology
• Attractive share structure
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